Crisis Communication
BE SURE TO PUT THE THREE P’S OF PREPARATION IN PLACE
by Lani Jordan
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Unfortunately, many don’t achieve
those goals. A 2014 study from KPMG
Risk Advisory Services concluded that a
quarter of small businesses experience a
significant crisis in a given year, ranging
from weather disasters and accidents to
public relations issues and cyberattacks.
A significant portion never recover.
Planning is essential, not only for
how you’ll respond physically, but how
you will manage communication to
multiple audiences amid an unfolding
event. And while positive outcomes are

_________________________

A solid supply of local awareness, a positive reputation, and
strong community support can
help your business every day and
is critical when you really need
the benefit of the doubt.
_________________________
never guaranteed in today’s complex and
dynamic communication environment,
if you have no plan, you significantly
reduce your odds of success.
You’ve Got to Have a Plan
It’s impossible to predict everything
that might happen. Life is full of too
many “you can’t make this stuff up” situations. But businesses can identify their
most likely crises. Personal experience,
observing those in your space, following news media reports, and staying
attuned to industry associations are great
sources of “what if ” scenarios. An easy
first step is taking part of a staff meeting
to brainstorm 10 or 12 likely crises or
issues and consider how you’d respond.
Solid emergency response plans are the
essential first step in addressing a physi-
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cal crisis. Safety of people, communities,
and the environment always comes first.
Ensure you can get your internal and
external responders on site quickly, and
promptly notify regulators. Missteps in
any of these initial actions can add to your
communication problems later.
With a solid physical response as your
foundation, you can begin crafting your
crisis communication plan. Your local, onthe-ground knowledge of your business is
essential, but it can be valuable to engage
outside expertise for a new perspective, to
facilitate discussions and to draft your plan.
Crisis plans typically have three
elements:
1. Core messages/key messages.
Simply put, these are basic statements
that reflect your organization, its operations, its culture, and its values each
day. Core messages can be developed in
advance. During a crisis, these messages
can be blended with situation details and
quickly become your initial statements.
Keep in mind, it’s critical that what
you say is always supported by what you
do. For example, never state that you
have a strong commitment to safety if

your record shows otherwise. Don’t say
you put the community first if that’s
likely to be disputed by your neighbors.
An important component of any crisis
message is concern, as appropriate, for
victims, their families, the surrounding
community, and the environment. You
must, however, make certain your words
of concern are sincere and authentic.
Messages also should include proactive steps to address the situation. Here’s
an example of a core message and its use
as a foundation for a crisis message: “At
Acme Grain Elevator, we strive to keep
our employees safe every day, an effort
supported by 2,000 hours of required
training last year.”
In the event of an accident, that core
message could be the basis for this statement: “Our thoughts and prayers are with
our employee who was injured today.
Given our priority on safety and the 2,000
hours of training our employees completed last year, we’re distressed by today’s
accident and are committed to a thorough
investigation into the circumstances.”
2. Media/social media policies. If
they aren’t already part of your company

policies, it’s prudent to implement and
communicate clear media and social media guidelines to employees. These are
standard policies that become especially
important in a crisis. A typical business
media relations policy states that only
designated individuals who have been
prepared are authorized to speak to news
media. This guides employees to direct
reporters politely and professionally to a
designated spokesperson. Social media
policies may vary by organization and
commonly prohibit employees from
representing themselves as an official
company representative. They also may
limit use of cellphones – particularly for
shooting photos or video – in company
facilities.
3. Goodwill bank. We’re taught that
good family financial planning includes
ensuring you have adequate savings
to sustain your household for several
months in the event of job loss or other
emergency. The same holds true for crisis
communication planning. You need a
goodwill bank. A solid supply of local
awareness, a positive reputation, and
strong community support can help c
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your business every day and is critical
when you really need the benefit of the
doubt. The day your building is burning
or a truck spills a volatile product is not
the time to be an unknown quantity in
your community.
Goodwill banks are built one action
at a time. Establish relationships with
your neighbors. Make sure emergency
responders know your facility and the
products you handle; a joint drill involving local responders and your employees
is a great way to both educate and build

relationships. If appropriate, host a
community open house. Participate in
your community through contributions
and employee volunteerism. Share your
positive stories with the news media.
Who Are Your People?
A game plan means nothing without
the right players. The time to build your
team is before a crisis occurs.
First, are you ready to respond to
physical incidents like an accident, fire, or
spill? The employees you need, supported

by local emergency crews, typically train
regularly, are on the front lines, and likely
won’t be involved directly in the crisis
communication response. They may,
however, be information sources.
Second and essential for both physical crises and issues-driven events is
identifying people who will be actively
involved in developing and delivering
information and messages. While all
players won’t be needed in every situation, the broad team generally includes
the head of the company, business, and/
or facility, plus human resources staff,
communication lead, legal advisor,
finance expert, and environmental,
health, and safety leader. You also
need someone who knows about your
insurance coverage and, given that data
breaches have become common, access
to an information technology expert
with legal and technical knowledge.
Depending on your organization’s
size, some team members may have dual

_________________________

While many of us are all too used
to working 24/7 with round-theclock access to communication
tools, be sure you have at least
one, if not two, levels of backup
for each seat on your crisis team.
_________________________
roles. You also should identify outside
resources to fill any gaps on short notice.
And, while many of us are all too
used to working 24/7 with round-theclock access to communication tools,
be sure you have at least one, if not
two, levels of backup for each seat on
your crisis team. Vacations, illness, and
even technology failures could leave you
without a critical player.
Know Your Audience
Now that you’ve defined your team
and backups, you need to understand
who you’re talking to in a time of crisis,
also known as your audiences or stakeholders. And guess what? Ultimately,
your audience is not the news media.
Say the words “crisis communication,” and most people instantly envision swarms of reporters with their
microphones, notebooks, and digital
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devices shoved in the faces of a terrified interview subject. And
while the terror factor is real, in truth, the media is ultimately
a conduit to reaching an audience. Your goal is to make sure
you both share your messages as clearly as possible in any
media interactions and proactively communicate directly with
your stakeholders.
Identifying your audiences and their needs is vital to any
crisis communication plan. And while the specifics of every
situation will vary, doing this homework will ensure you’re
ready to tell your story to all audiences.
Here are questions to consider:
• With whom might we need to communicate in the event of
a crisis or critical issues? This list certainly includes employees,
owners, and customers, but think more broadly. What about
elected officials, your bankers, or your neighbors?
• What might be our stakeholders’ most important concerns?
Employees, for example, will be most focused on their safety
and the future of their jobs. Customers will be concerned about
product and service availability. A lender will need reassurance that you’ll remain viable in the crisis aftermath. Use this
knowledge to develop key messages and standby statements
that can be customized to address specific concerns.
• Who will lead the response to each stakeholder group?
Again, this is not a one-size-fits all. Spokespeople often vary
and, ideally, should be individuals who already have cred-

_______________________________________

You need to understand who you’re talking to
in a time of crisis ... Ultimately, your audience
is not the news media.
_______________________________________
ibility with an audience and an understanding of its specific
needs. Planning is important. In a significant event, crisis team
members can be spread thin, and a facility manager or business leader may not have the capacity to reach every audience
in a timely manner.
• How will we connect? Determine the best communication
vehicles for getting the word out to each audience. For some, it
means in-person contact either one-on-one or through a meeting.
For others, a phone call or e-mail will be adequate. News media
also can be a conduit to reaching the general public with important
information.
A few caveats: While “hot button” issues will vary by audience and need to be addressed, your details and high-level
messages must be consistent. Few things can escalate a crisis
faster and cast doubt on your credibility than two people
comparing notes and learning they’ve been given inconsistent
or conflicting information.
While the members of the media are not our primary audience, handled proactively, news coverage can help you tell your
story. Keep in mind, if you don’t step up, someone else may
step up in a manner that damages your reputation.
Here are a few tips for handling the media:
• Have a statement ready in 20 minutes incorporating facts
as you know them and your core messages.
• Demonstrate concern and compassion for people and
the environment. c
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• Stay calm; remain professional.
• Never say “no comment.” It implies
that you are hiding information.
• Control media access. It’s your
facility. You can decide where and when
reporters can be on your property.
• Set times and places for updates;
provide visual access, if possible.
• Incorporate your core messages in
every response.
• Stick to the facts.
• Don’t speculate. If you don’t know
something, offer to find out, and then

keep your commitment to get back to
the reporter when you can share more.
Blow Off The Dust and Practice
You’ve built your plan and installed it
in a three-ring binder or on a computer
share drive. You’ve distributed it to your
team. And it’s now literally collecting
dust on shelves, on desks, or in the
pocket of a pickup truck.
Plans of any type, including crisis
plans, are of little value if they vanish into an abyss and grow outdated.

_________________________
Spokespeople often vary and,
ideally, should be individuals
who already have credibility with an audience and an
understanding of its specific
needs.
_________________________
Team members change. Facilities grow.
Technology and contact information
evolve. You not only need to update and
redistribute your plan at least annually,
you also should pull out the materials
regularly and rehearse for the worst.
Best practice calls for conducting
regular exercises to address hypothetical
crises. Like physical response drills, a
tabletop exercise familiarizes your team
with their roles, clarifies messages, and
identifies any gaps in response plans.
Interview training – both for those who
may work with media and individuals
who may find themselves speaking to
community groups – also makes a difference when it comes time to tell your
story in a difficult environment.
Make it a priority to shift the crisis
communication equation in your favor.
Take the time. Develop the plan. Find
the people. Practice. When a crisis occurs, you’ll have improved your odds
of reducing its length and severity and
achieving your goal – keeping your
business viable and successful.
Lani Jordan is principal of Lani
Jordan Strategic Communication,
www.lanijordan.com and lani@lanijordan.com, specializing in strategic
communication planning, executive
communication, crisis communication and issues management that help
businesses and organizations succeed.
In Part 3 of this series, in the September/October 2017 issue, Jordan
walks through the anatomy of a crisis
communication response.
Crisis Communication Webinar
To view Lani Jordan’s April 20 webinar
“Crisis Communication...Are You Ready?”
visit:
www.grainnet.com/crisis
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